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Will Hispanics be the deciding factor in choosing the president and the makeup of the next Congress? How will Latinos vote - as a monolithic block, varied because of social/cultural issues (i.e., President Obama's statement on supporting gay marriage) or will there be state and regional differences (Florida's Cuban-American community vs. Mexican-Americans from California) and what are likely outcomes? But equally important how are Congressional and presidential candidates courting Latinos and are their strategies working? In the end, Hispanic-Americans continue to be an important and growing influence on US politics and that will be discussed.

This session is **FREE** for all attendees. Register at:

[https://www1.gotomeeting.com/register/450218808](https://www1.gotomeeting.com/register/450218808)

Follow the conversation on Twitter **#bwchat**, and view an accompanying Powerpoint presentation below.
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